## Course Schedule—Fall 2007

### Study of Women, Gender, and Sexuality

*Note: Text highlighted in red indicates that a change has been made to the course listing. The red text indicates the current, updated information.*

**STUDIES OF WOMEN, GENDER & SEXUALITY** Please refer to the departmental listings for complete information regarding these courses.

**AFRICANA STUDIES**

- **362.175** FRESHMEN SEMINAR: REMEMBERING THE BLACK POWER MOVEMENT *Hayes*

**ANTHROPOLOGY**

- **070.327** POVERTY’S LIFE: ANTHROPOLOGIES OF HEALTH AND ECONOMY *Han*
- **070.351** POLITICAL LIFE OF GENDER *Cervone*
- **070.397** INTRODUCTION TO SOUTH ASIA *Pandian*
- **070.661** ANTHROPOLOGIES OF CULTURES AND RELATEDNESS *Cannell*

**ECONOMICS**

- **180.252** ECONOMICS OF DISCRIMINATION *Morgan*
- **180.289** ECONOMICS OF HEALTH *Bishai*

**ENGLISH**

- **060.354** MARRIAGE AND LITERATURE *Jarvis*

**FILM & MEDIA STUDIES**

- **061.335** MONSTER FILMS *Bucknell*

**GERMAN AND ROMANCE LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES**

- **212.408** LOVE, POETRY, EROTICISM *Jeanneret*
- **213.335** TECHNOLOGY AND SEXUALITY *Kolarov*
- **213.377** TECHNOLOGY AND SEXUALITY *Kolarov*
- **213.648** THE MULTILINGUAL CULTURE OF WEIMAR-ERA BERLIN *Caplan, A.*

**HISTORY**

- **100.219** THE CHINESE CULTURAL REVOLUTION *Meyer-Fong*
- **100.411** COMPARATIVE FREEDOM STRUGGLES: THE U.S. CIVIL RIGHTS AND SOUTH AFRICAN ANTI-APARTHEID MOVEMENTS *Shell-Weiss*
- **100.765** PROBLEMS IN WOMEN’S HISTORY *Walkowitz/Ditz*

**HISTORY OF ART**

- **010.344** FROM VIRGIN TO VENUS: VENETIAN PAINTING AND THE INVENTION OF ART *Nygren*

**HUMANITIES CENTER**

- **300.335** SCIENCE FICTION AND THE AVANT-GARDE *Khatib/ Duda*

**INTERDEPARTMENTAL**

- **360.233** FEMINIST AND QUEER THEORY *Goodfellow*
- **360.371** RELIGION AND SENSUALITY IN THE INDO-EUROPEAN IMAGINATION *Singh*
- **360.376** THE BODY OF ISLAM *Staff*
- **360.533** DIRECTED READINGS - WGS

**POLITICAL SCIENCE**

- **190.613** POLITICS OF MATERIALISM *Bennett*
- **190.638** CONTENTIOUS POLITICS *Keck*
- **190.647** BLACK POLITICAL THOUGHT *Hanchard*

**SOCIOMETRY**

- **230.324** GENDER AND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT *Agarawla*
- **230.614** SEMINAR ON THE FAMILY *Cherlin*
- **230.616** RESEARCHING RACE, CLASS AND GENDER *McDonald*